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em•bod•i•ment | emˈbädēməәnt,

im- |

noun
a tangible or visible form of an idea, quality, or feeling: she seemed to be a living
embodiment of vitality.
• the representation or expression of something in such a form: it was in Germany
alone that his hope seemed capable of embodiment.

Thesaurus

embodiment
noun
the embodiment of the hippie culture: PERSONIFICATION, incarnation, realization,
manifestation, avatar, expression, representation, actualization, symbol,
symbolization, materialization; paradigm, epitome, paragon, soul, model; type,
essence, quintessence, exemplification, example, exemplar, ideal; formal
reification.

Wikipedia

Embodiment
Embodied or embodiment may refer to:
in psychology and philosophy,
Embodied cognition (or the embodied mind thesis), a position in cognitive
science and the philosophy of mind emphasizing the role that the body plays
in shaping the mind
Embodied imagination, a therapeutic and creative form of working with
dreams and memories
in computer science, robotics and artificial intelligence,
Embodied Embedded Cognition, a position in cognitive science stating that
intelligent behaviour emerges out of the interplay between brain, body and
world
Embodied agent, in artificial intelligence, an intelligent agent that interacts
with the environment through a physical body within that environment
Embodied cognitive science, an interdisciplinary field of research aiming to
explain the mechanisms underlying intelligent behavior
in resource economics,
Embodied resource, the amount of resource used in the production,
manufacture, use and disposal of a good or service.
Embodied energy, the quantity of energy required to manufacture, and
supply to the point of use, a product, material or service
Embodied or virtual water, the water used in the production of a good or

Embodied or virtual water, the water used in the production of a good or
service
in physical theatre training,
Process of embodiment (physical theatre) the process of embodiment, the
specific part of psychophysical actor training based on the embodied mind
thesis that seeks to unite the imaginary separation of body and mind
in music,
Embodied music cognition, a concept within musicology
Embodiment 12:14, a Christian Australian metalcore band
Embodiment: Collapsing Under the Weight of God, the third studio album by the
band Sculptured
in law,
a specific, disclosed example of how an inventive concept, that is more
generally stated elsewhere in the disclosure of a patent application or patent,
can be put into practice; see Claim (patent).

